The Must-Have Products for Spring Projects
Spring has finally sprung and for a lot of people that means one thing…spring projects! Much
of the country has shed the long dark winter for spring’s brighter sun and warmer air. The only
problem with all of that bright sunshine is that it also highlights outdoor projects that have to
get done.
We have the latest products to help any award winner tackle those tough projects with ease
from trusted brands like Hitachi, Apex, Gardena and Workshop. From leaf blowers to hedge
trimmers and everything in-between we have the selection they want!
These products would be perfect for workplace safety programs, continuity awards, years of
service awards and sales incentives.

Comfort Cordless Set
#8897-20

Equipped with 2 different blades-the shears are suited for
cutting lawn edges, pruning bushes & shrubs. Blades can be
changed safely and easily without any tools. Comfort handle
can be angled & optimally adjusted to the natural hand position
& the exchangeable quality blades are precision-ground and
non-stick coated. The shears come with a battery charger and a
blade protector for safe storage.

Classic Hose Box 15 Set with
49 Feet of Hose
#2662-20
The Classic Hose Box Set with 49 Feet of Hose is small and
compact which makes it ideal for camping, leisure activities
and water sports. With its light weight, storable handle and
foldable crank this hose box can fit into the car or caravan.
This set includes a 49 ft. long hose and 5 ft. of connection
hose and fittings. This is supplied fully assembled just connect to a water source and unwind the required hose length
and water away.

Comfort Cylinder Lawn Mower
#4022
Allows for low-noise work as well as easy pushing-the cutting cylinder & bottom blade do not touch. Cutting cylinder
is made of quality steel & ground bottom blade guarantees a
clean & precise cut. Large wheels facilitate steering & allow
for better grip on the lawn with cutting height adjustment
of .50”-1.65”. Ergonomically formed handle makes it easy to
push & store, handle with quick-lock feature allows you to
simply & quickly fold up mower.

7-1/4” 15 Amp
Circular Saw
#C7SB2
Saw weighs only 10.1 lbs and has a powerful 15 amp motor. It
features bevel capacity from 0-55 degrees with stops at 0, 45
and 55 degrees; die-cast aluminum alloy 1-piece base with front
and side scales; cutting depth levers; non-slip elastomer grip
handle and carbon brush. Includes: carrying case, 24-tooth carbide tipped blade and 10mm wrench. 5 year limited warranty.

Yard Care Package
#PHT11267
Keep the yard looking trim with the Hitachi Yard Care Package. Includes: 21.1 cc Curved Shaft Grass Trimmer that weighs
10.1 lbs and the 23.9 cc 1.2 HP Handheld Blower that weighs
only 8.6 lbs, both with PureFire low emission two-stroke
engine technology. Also comes with a pair of Edge designer
safety glasses with advanced lens technology.

18V Lithium-Ion Brushless Drive Drill
#DS18DBFL2
This 18V Brushless Driver Drill is bringing power and
torque to a whole new level. This tool features a brushless motor to provide lighter weight, more power and
longer tool life. All metal keyless, ratcheting chuck allows
fast and easy bit replacement, also preventing bit slippage while in use. Comes with a bright LED, ergonomic
grip, center balance design, belt hook and an on-tool
battery indicator. Lifetime tool warranty.

Wet/Dry Vac with Detachable Blower
#WS1200DE
Two tools in one, the removable powerhead of this 12 gallon,
5.0 Peak HP shop vacuum becomes a handheld blower to make
quick work of leaves, grass and debris. Includes: vacuum, 2-1/2”
diameter hose, utility nozzle, car nozzle, wet nozzle, blower nozzle, male-male adapter, 2 extension wands, locking sleeve, filter
and 5 year limited warranty.

Portable Wet/Dry Vac
#WS0400VA
Powerful things come in portable packages. Compact and
easy to store, the 4 gallon shop vacuum delivers high performance without sacrificing any of the convenience you expect
from a Workshop vac. Includes: vacuum, 1-7/8” diameter
hose, car nozzle, muffler/diffuser, filter, dust bag and 5 year
limited warranty.

Contractor Wet/Dry Vac
#WS0450VA
Kick it up a notch with a powerful 4.5 gallon, 5.0 peak HP
shop vacuum. The Contractor Vac’s hinged storage compartments quickly and easily house the cord and all the accessories you need to stay on the move and get the job done. Includes: vacuum, 1-7/8” diameter hose, utility nozzle, crevice
tool, dusting brush, 2 extension wands, fine dust filter, dust
bag and 5 year limited warranty.

GearWrench® Micro Driver 35-Pc. Set
#85035
Turns a fastener in as little as 6”! 35 pc. set includes: reversible 1/4” x 5/16” double box micro driver; 10 standard and
metric sockets; 1/4” drive socket adapter; 23 assorted bits;
and a storage case with belt clip. Lifetime warranty.

Crescent® 3 Pc. Curved Jaw Locking
Pliers with Wire Cutter
#CLP3SETN
World famous Crescent brand 5”, 7” & 10” Curved Jaw Locking
Pliers w/Maximum jaw opening per ASME specs. Patented angled tooth pattern. Nickel-plated finish resists rust & corrosion.
Versatile curved jaw also features integral wire cutter.

Lufkin 1” x 25’ Tape Measure, Camo
#CMOH625
The lightweight, high strength camo forest case fits comfortably
in hand and its unique slide lock design allows for easy control
of tape blade. A wide base helps keep the tape standing upright. It fits easily in most tape holsters and features clear coat
blade protection for more durable markings and easy-to-read
yellow clad blade (not replaceable).
*Can be imprinted!

